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JSR just came off of our biggest
event of the year – our Thunder
in the Pines 5 Driver’s Education.
We tried to put on a good event and
by all indications, participants had
a very positive experience, especially the many drivers who were
completely new to track driving
and DE. You can read more about
it elsewhere in this edition of the Shoreline. I’d like to thank Schneider+Nelson
Porsche for their generous sponsorship. And I would be remiss if I did not put
out a very special thank you to all the volunteer workers who helped make this
DE a success. We could not have done it without you.
With that event in our rear view mirrors, we look forward to September and
some great events on our calendar. First, there is a tour to Hopewell Valley
Vineyards in Pennington, NJ. Details can be found in this Shoreline, on our
website or in the e-mail notice we sent out. If you’d like to attend, please contact our Tourmeister, Bill Casey. It’s necessary to get a good head count before
the event.
Later in the month, we are back to holding the very popular Unique Concours
event. This will again be hosted and co-sponsored by Schneider+Nelson
Porsche. It is always well attended by Porsche fanatics from our neighboring
regions. There will be refreshments provided and trophies handed out to the
top cars in each class. If you think you’ve got the cleanest Porsche around,
let’s see what you’ve got. You may just come home an award winner. The date
is September 23rd with a rain date of September 30th. Again, further details
can be found in this issue.
Looking slightly further ahead to next month, we will be running a tour to the
Culinary Institute of America (CIA) on October 20. Space is limited so please
RSVP well in advance to secure your spot.
But for now, let’s enjoy all that September brings. To me, it means less traffic
on the roads as the summer tourists from up north head back and schools are
back in session. The weather in September is ideal so enjoy our “local summer” and spend some more quality time in those Porsches.
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Dealer
Perspective
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I hate
to say it but…
the summer is over. Although we need to continue to enjoy the warm weather


while we still can. We still have plenty of nice weather to look forward too, and hopefully can avoid any
snowwhat
untilaat50th
least
December.
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However,
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larly fierce this year and there was little separation among
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pursuing enhanced performance and greater efficiency
with lower emissions. Keep your seatbelts buckled and
we anticipate the vehicle arriving in the next few weeks.
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“Unique” Concours de Elegance
Sunday September 23, 2012

Co-sponsored by Schneider + Nelson Porsche
and the Jersey Shore Region of the PCA
By Gary Hamilton
You are cordially invited to attend and participate
in our “Unique” Concours de Elegance. So come
join us for some fun, friendship, food and prizes.
We’ve had a fantastic turnout for this event in the
past and look forward to even more participants
this year. Attendees come from various PCA regions all over the state, as well as from out-ofstate.
For the “Unique” Concours de Elegance, Porsches
will be judged in a somewhat unique fashion on
the basis of three categories that include:
1) General Appearance, whereby vehicles will
be viewed and judged at a distance of about
15 feet.
2) Close Up Detailing, whereby the vehicles will
be judged top side and interior only.
3) Mileage, whereby higher mileage vehicles will
receive some credit.
Final determination of winners will be based on
a points system with Categories 1) and 2) representing a maximum of 40 possible points each,
and with Category 3) having a 20 point maximum
possible point score. This allows higher mileage
drivers to compete.
Judging will be based on the following classes of
Porsches:
Class A 356, Class B 911 / 912 / 911 turbo, Class
C 924 / 928 / 944 / 968,
Class D 914, and Class E Boxster / Cayman.
Class B, often being the largest participant class,
will be broken down further to allow closer competition and more awards. Awards will be presented
to the top several places in each class. Number of

awards to be presented will depend on the number
of cars in a given class the day of the event. There
will also be a handout for all participating drivers.
So get ready to shine up those Porsches and join
us for this great event. Food and refreshments will
be provided.
When: Sunday September 23, 2012, facilities open
at 9:00am for Concours setup, judging to start at 12
noon, food will be provided. (Note – Rain date will
be Sunday Sept. 30th)
Where: Schneider + Nelson Porsche 280 Highway
36 West Long Branch, N.J.
While it’s not essential, we’d appreciate if you
would contact us to let us know that you’re interested in participating. Also let us know if you have
any questions about the event. Contact Brandon
Harris bharris@schneidernelson.com or Tim Cahill tcahill@schneidernelson.com both at 732-9357600, or Gary Hamilton glh83944@comcast.net at
732-787-0009 (after 5pm)
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Servicemaster of the Shore Area serving
Monmouth,Ocean, Atlantic, Cape May and
Mercer Counties,
with offices in Wall and Linwood.

732.292.4550

Holiday Dinner
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Upcoming Events
Winery Tour - Sep 15th
We will enjoy wine tasting starting at 5:15 and then
adjourn to the music room for an evening of music
by Rave On doing the music of the 50’s & 60’s.
The music will run from 6-9 p.m. Food-cheese
platters, quiche and wood fired brick oven pizzaswill be available for purchase, as will wine.
Please arrive early as seating is limited. Address
is 46 Yard Road, Pennington NJ. Likely you will
be coming North on Route 31. You will pass
through town of Pennington and then see a small
ice cream shack on your left Yard road is on left
100 feet past the ice cream shack.
Please RSVP to Bill Casey at spedstr@verizon.
net, so we inform winery of the number of people
so they can staff accordingly.

Unique Concours
Sunday September 23, 2012, facilities open at
9:00 am for Concours setup, judging to start at 12
noon, food will be provided. (Note – Rain date will
be Sunday Sept. 30th)
Schneider + Nelson Porsche 280 Highway 36
West Long Branch, NJ

Jersey Shore
Region
on the Internet
Want to know what’s happening in
the club? Have some news that
you would like to share with your
fellow members? Well it’s easy
to do now.
You can find us on Facebook. Just log in and search for
“Jersey Shore Region PCA” and become a friend.
Also, don’t forget to check out our club website. At
jsrpca.com you can get the latest info on our club events,
reads back issues of the Shoreline and find links to other
interesting Porsche sites.
And, of course alway find up to date info at

www.jsrpca.com
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A Great Time Was Had By All At
Thunder In The Pines 5
By Greg Pfremmer
According to many of the attendees at our recent
Driver’s Education event at New Jersey Motorsports
park, they had a blast. Many of our attendees were
here for their first track experience. By looking at all
the smiles, I would say they had a great time.
Registration and tech inspection kicked off our
two day drivers education event on the morning
of August 22. The drivers then assembled in front
of the classroom and safety items were reinforced
along with track conditions and misc. items of interest. The instructors assembled in the classroom for
briefings about the track and students they were assigned. The track went hot at 9:00 am and we were
off and running.
Although 90% of the cars on track were Porsches,
we did have BMW’s, Mustang’s, Corvette’s, a Camaro, and a few others.
The weather was great on Wednesday and Thursday until about 3:00 on Thursday. The rain came
down and track conditions changed. After about 30
minute of rain & sprinkles the sun returned. We had
cars on track right up until the closing bell at 5:30 pm.
and many of our novice drivers were treated to “driving in the rain”!
The event went off without a hitch and thanks
to the many volunteers we had a very safe and fun
event. As a mater of fact, our event was incident
free.
I have to thank Rob Cimler our Registrar and
President who went through lots of craziness with attendee cancellations, run group changes, instructor
cancellations, additions, changes and more right up
to the last minute. Rob really put a lot of time and
effort into making sure everyone was registered and
assigned to their proper run groups.
Our instructor group really came through as usual and made for a very smooth event. A few of our
instructors instructed two students and some came
and volunteered their time without driving. Thanks
to Frank Kerfoot and Benny Chong for giving up your
time and stepping up to the plate for the Jersey Shore
Region. Your help is appreciated.
Our Tech inspection group moved the cars through

the tech line in a safe and timely manor. Bill Casey,
and Fred Schwarzenbach were a great help handling
the staging area for the event and their help was really appreciated.
Schneider+Nelson Porsche in West Long Branch
came to the aid of the Jersey Shore as a sponsor and
are a tremendous supporter of our club. We owe a
great deal of gratitude for all the things they do for us.
In addition Brandon Harris from Schneider+Nelson
was in attendance and had refreshments for the
event. We hope everyone will reciprocate when it
comes time to buy their next Porsche.
Thank you Mike & Margaret Bavaro and the
Bodymotion team for your support and keeping our
vehicles on track. Thank you for your continued support of our Region and all the things you do for us
including free tech inspections, tech nights and all
the unsung things you guys do.
Our next driving event “Thunder in The Pines 6”
is only 11 months away! We look forward to seeing
all of our good friends and enjoying the camaraderie
and good times. I hope I will see you there.
See lots of additional photos at
http://www.facebook.com/jsrpcamembership
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How about some heavy duty concentration?

Photos by Adam McInnis

And... some colorful cars?

And... some JSR members having fun on a race track.
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Winery Tour and Dinner
Saturday September 15th from 5:15 - 9:00 pm
Wine & Music - Hopewell Valley Vineyards, Pennington, NJ
With Wine, Food and Song
Hopewell Valley Vineyards http://hopewellvalleyvineyards.com/hvv/
We will enjoy wine tasting starting at 5:15 and then adjourn to the music
room for an evening of music by Rave On doing the music of the 50’s &
60’s. The music will run from 6-9 p.m. Food-cheese platters, quiche and
wood fired brick oven pizzas-will be available for purchase, as will wine.
Please arrive early as seating is limited. Address is 46 Yard Road, Pennington NJ. Likely you will be coming North on Route 31. You will pass
through town of Pennington and then see a small ice cream shack on
your left Yard road is on left 100 feet past the ice cream shack.
Please RSVP to Bill Casey at spdstr@verizon.net, so we inform winery
of the number of people so they can staff accordingly.

Cars & Coffee - Come join us
You’re invited to Cars & Coffee. We figure that if you’re like most of us car crazy people, you like
the opportunity to get out and drive your car. Many local car enthusiasts do just that by joining
in on our monthly Cars & Coffee. We have all sorts of really cool cars of different years, makes
and models attend. Porsches, Mustangs, BMWs, Corvettes, Ferraris, Jags and others. That’s
one of the best parts of Cars & Coffee, the various cool cars, plus the nice people you meet. All
with a common interest…cars and driving them. Last year we had a growing number turnout
each month. So for 2012, Cars & Coffee continues.
Join us for Cars & Coffee on the second Saturday of each month starting at 8am in The Grove
on Highway 35 in Shrewsbury (The Grove parking lot, near Starbucks). Rain date is the third
Saturday of the month. This is a great way to get your car out for a run while the roads are quite,
meet other car crazy people and see an interesting assortment of cars. Lots of car talk, plus
some good coffee.
Cars & Coffee will be held at the same location each month. So if you can’t join us this time, keep
us in mind for another month. Also, please tell your other car crazy friends about it. The more
cars and diversity of cars, all the better.

Cars and Coffee is scheduled for Sep. 8 & Oct. 13
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The Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park
We now have all details for the October 20th trip to the CIA in Hyde Park NY. We will arrive for
lunch at 11:30 am which will consist of Bounty Cobb Salad, Lamb Stew, and Crème Brule to end the
meal.
We will meet and caravan up from a spot on the parkway. More details will follow later on this part
of the trip.
After lunch we will visit a local winery/farm stand and then return home.
Reservations are required and only 40 spots are available. This event fills up very fast and will be on
a first come, first served basis. Please include names of attendees.The cost is $35 per person.
Please make a check payable to Jersey Shore Region and mail to:

Bill Casey

14 Acpaon Place
Manasquan NJ 08736

New Members Walt Brzyski
Dave Keenan
Nigel Storry
Sharon Hellman
Brett Kaplan
Dennis Ramos
Darren Trautwein

Boxster S
944
Carrera S
911
Cayenne
Carrera S
Boxster

Anniversaries Adam Geist
Jose Caraballo
Jason Cohen
Gene Malleus

5 years
5 years
10 years
15 years
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Club Racing: A Rookie Goes Back To NJMP
by Rob Cimler
The
fifth
stop
tice start led right into the
on my 2012 Club Racfun race, which I finished
ing calendar was to New
in 4th position. It was a
Jersey Motorsports Park
fun session and a good
(NJMP) in Millville, NJ.
note to end the day.
This would be the second
Saturday
came
stop to NJMP this season
Photo by Adam McInnis
with the possibility of rain
– the first taking place in July as a support race during
in the forecast. Morning warm-ups went well enough and
the Grand Am weekend. The race was immediately premy fast lap was a slight improvement from Friday’s best.
ceded by our JSR “Thunder in the Pines 5” Driver EducaAs the first sprint race approached, the rain was threattion so Millville would be my home away from home for
ening. I had a new set of full treaded tires available for
five days. The DE ran well and once everything settled
the wet but with the light rain that was falling then, it was
in from an operations standpoint, I was able to get some
best to stay on the shaved set of tires. As the time to
decent seat time in. Of course, so did some of my Spec
get ready for grid approached, the rain became steadier.
Boxster competition who also signed up for our DE.
The Bodymotion crew was working to install a fresh air
In talking with Mike Bavaro at the track, an opblower in my car to eliminate the windshield fogging isportunity came up for me to get a new race exhaust that
sues I experienced before. We also made the decision to
could be in the car for the race weekend. Mike made
change to the rain wheels. I was suited up and ready to
some phone calls during the week and before I knew it,
jump in the car as soon as the crew were done working.
the new system was installed for Friday morning, thanks
Wheels were on and I got the nod to get in the car and
to the Bodymotion crew who put in extra hours the night
belt up. By now, I knew we were running out of time. I
before to install it.
was all ready to go while the crew were making the last
Friday would be a day for practice sessions and I
solder connections on my blower install. All done and
was right in the mid-pack amongst Spec Boxsters. The
off I went to grid. Unfortunately, I did not make the cutoff
last practice would serve as the qualifying session for the
time for gridding in my assigned spot. I would have to
first sprint race the next day. It’s important to get a few
start the race from the very back of the field. Thankfully,
clean laps in without traffic to put down a decent lap. For
this was not a points race. In fact, many drivers opted not
the first part of the session, I had the clear track I needed
to run at all in the rain.
but my times were still below expectations. I qualified six
My thoughts now would just be to make the most
out of 10 in my SPB class. The last Friday session was
of the situation. Keep out of trouble and move up through
practice starts and fun races. Not everyone participates
the pack as much as possible. As the green flag dropped,
in these. Only the first time rookies are required to but I
I did just that, making up a few places right at the start.
find it’s good practice so I took to the track.
Track conditions were extremely slick and it only took a
I was situated a few rows back from the front and
couple of turns to encounter a spun car on track. The
when the green flag was dropped for the first practice
field got around him without incident and the race settled
start, I got a great jump. That, plus some late braking into
into its rhythm. Although the rain was not heavy, I was
turn one, put me out front of the pack. For the formation of
sliding a lot, possibly due to the fact my tires were unused
the second practice start, I was on pole and controlled the
and never scrubbed. If you ever drove a car with brand
pace of the pack. Green flag dropped and I was able to
stay ahead of the field to do it one more time. Last prac-

Continued on next page
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new tires in the rain, you know what I mean. I started
experimenting with different lines to find the best grip and
was able to overtake several other cars for position.
I was told later that, at one point in the race, I was
up to position 13 and third in class. However, I was repassed by another Spec Boxster that I had gotten around
laps earlier. I recognized this car as being a first time
rookie. He was having a good drive but I was not happy
giving up the position. By now, the rain had let up considerably and the track was improving. It took me too long to
fully realize this and it explained why I was losing ground.
Still not wanting to push the car too hard and risk a spin,
I upped my pace and closed the gap to the other SPB.
I was on his bumper by the last lap but in the end, he
kept the position, putting me fourth in class and 15 overall. Some of my fellow racers were watching the race and
commented back in the paddock that I had a good drive.
Being very self-critical, all I could think about is how I let a
first timer get by me but I took it in stride. Oh yes, and the
fresh air blower worked great. No fogging issues.
The second sprint race was dry and, because many
racers decided not to run the first sprint, there were some
fast cars gridded in the back. The race started well and I
had some good battles for position throughout. Eventually, the top racers moved quickly through the field and I
was passed by a couple of SPB cars. It would have been
nearly impossible to hold them off for too long. These are
guys that are lapping much faster than me and have many
more years of racing experience on me. As I took the
checkered flag, I was thinking how that was just a good,
fun race. I was back in the mid-pack of Spec Boxsters,
taking 12th position out of 36 finishers, 5th out of 10 in
class and recorded my best lap yet, a 1:35.2.
Sunday arrived with plenty of blue sky. The morning event for me would be Sprint Race 3. This would count
for PCA Club Racing points, as would the 60 minute enduro scheduled for the afternoon. I really wanted to get a
good result for this one although I would be gridded 6 out
of 9 based on fast lap of Sprint 2. I was holding my own
when suddenly, a mishap occurred in the car. There was
a lot of noise and vibration and I radioed to Paul Schwartz,
our pit crew chief, that something was wrong. When he
asked me to describe what was happening, I had to quickly assess what was going on while still managing traffic
around me. I thought it might be the exhaust but could not
tell for sure if the vibration was drive line related. To be
on the safe side, he had me pull into the pits and quickly
checked the car. Mechanically, everything was in order
so I went back out on track to finish the race but finished

two laps down on the leaders. Back in the paddock, the
failure of the new exhaust system at a weld seam was
confirmed. The Bodymotion crew did a remarkable job
to fix the exhaust in time for my next session.
The race stewards had decided to combine the
two enduro groups into one. This did not sit well with
many of us in slower cars. Not only does this make for
a much more crowded race, but with all cars on track at
once, there are huge disparities in speed between the
fastest and slowest cars. Our complaints were in vain
and the enduro would be combined. After the qualifying
session, it was a quick turnaround to the start of the enduro. I qualified 3rd out of 4 Spec Boxsters entered for
the enduro. The 4th place SPB was gridded right behind
me. We were toward the back of the field of 47 cars and
at the start, there was a pretty sizable jam up going into
turn 1. I had the drive to move past cars in front but no
space at all to overtake. I was stuck in the outside line
and the rival SPB car got past on the inside. There was
nothing I could do now but keep him in my sights.
Minutes later, there was a full course caution.
Multiple cars would need to be towed away which made
for an excruciatingly long double yellow. As the race finally went green again, it was well past the halfway point
of the race and time to think about when to come in for
my mandatory 5 minute stop. When I saw another car
off track, I thought that this could bring another caution.
If I could get into the pits before the double yellow comes
out, it could gain me an advantage.
I did pit that lap but so did the Spec Boxster I was
chasing. As planned, I would stay in the car for the 5
minute stop so as to be fully ready to go back out at the
precise time. When it was my time to go, I had to hold
up for a number of cars also looking to exit the pits. As
a result, I was a few seconds behind the optimal pit stop
time but more importantly, there were a couple more cars
now between me and the other SPB. Try as I did, there
was no catching him and I had to settle for 4th in class.
It’s never a great feeling to finish last in class but as it
was, the three other SPB cars entered were all the fastest ones of the weekend anyway.
Overall, it was a great five days. I did not podium
in any of my races but in fairness to myself, the competition was especially tough in Spec Boxster for this weekend. Although not a great weekend for points, I have to
remind myself that there will be weekends like that. I’m
always thinking how I can get better and it makes me
even more motivated for my last race weekend of the
season. That will be in late September at Summit Point
Raceway. I will be sure to check back with you then.
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Garage Stuff
By Gary Hamilton
So what’s in your
garage?
Interesting
question. We all have
lots of stuff in our garage. Hopefully this includes your favorite car,
whatever that maybe.
As for me, a few
years ago my garage
morphed from being the
repository for all things
outdoors, to a functional car holding garage.
With the installation of a
new garden shed for all
of those outdoors must
haves, like the lawnmower, garden tools and bicycles, I was able to focus on making room in the garage for the car stuff, as well as the car. My 2007
Mustang GT, heavily modified for high performance
driver ed track use, now occupies the limited car
space available. In keeping with my desire to maintain the Stang in top shape looks wise, as well as
mechanically, I went the extra mile to get a California
Car cover for it. One that’s suitable for outside use.
You know, just in case it has to be temporarily kept
outside for some unknown reason. The cover is a
far cry from the old well washed flannel sheets that I
use to use.
With the car taken care of, the rest of the car
stuff needed suitable storage spaces. A short trip to
Lowes and I was able to make quick work of putting
up some wooden shelves, plus a heavy duty plastic
one. Even some left over wood paneling and paint
was put to use to create a black and white checked
back wall cover with shelves in the garage. Here
too, I was able to consolidate all of my other car related stuff, like pictures, mugs, awards, a few interesting keep sake model cars and trucks and so on.
Most importantly, the car repair tools, oil,
brake fluid, coolant, tool boxes, filters and spare
parts, manuals, magazines and maintenance / modification detailed records and receipts all reside on

the shelves. Car cleaning wash and polish, along
with detailing stuff are on
a separate set of shelves.
Take off parts from the
Mustang GT’s mods are
handled by the heavy
duty plastic shelf. Extra
Steeda wheels sit on the
floor awaiting new rubber
to again be put to use.
Having so many Porsche
posters and certificates,
I took the opportunity to
hang some of them in the
garage. I even took the
many patches collected from race tracks I’ve driven,
as well as club memberships, and put them all into a
frame to hang. Over time, the garage became more
than just a place to park and work on the car, but a
place that sure shows my interest in cars.
The floor is painted a medium grey color.
Nothing particularly special about it. In fact, I put
square pieces of cloth from a scrap bath towel on
the floor before bringing the car in the last foot or so
in order for the tires to sit atop the cloth pieces and
not directly on the painted floor. Tires have a bad
habit of tearing up paint. The pieces of cloth work
real well. Had I started from scratch, I would have
used the right type of floor sealant and covering material, but you work with what you have in an older
garage.
Hope you enjoy the couple of pictures of my
modest garage. It’s functional for what I need it for
at this time, plus it gave me a place to accumulate
a lot of my car stuff. Some must have things and
others, well just my stuff. Looking forward to someday once again having additional garage space. You
know how it goes…got to have room for those special cars.
If you have Garage Stuff you’d like to share with us,
put together a short blurb and/or some pictures, than
send them to the Shoreline editor Greg Pfremmer
(trackchair@jsrpca.com).
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Five Days Of Non-Stop Action!
By Goeff Abel
Five days of on track action, four and a half days
of beautiful weather, great food, great people and
even better on track racing action. What more could
you ask for?
How about a few class records? Ok we’ve got
that covered too!
Charlie Belluardo ran his #37 Bavaro-Built gen 1
Cayman S in I class, fighting through the pain of an
ailing right wrist that got worse with every shift and
still managed to put down a blazing 128.509 for the
class record and two class wins
Mike Bavaro racing in GTB1
using Ralph Marra’s ITC
Bodymotion/ Health warehouse Cayman S set a class
record of 128.050 for the
NJMP Thunderbolt circuit
then improving it to 128.030
during the race. Mike won
both Saturday sprints over
all holding off a hard charging Robert Turgeon. If you
ever want to check out class
records per track or just want
to see how your lap times compare to the records,
check out www.rennpoints.com.
But wait there’s more. Scott Leder running low
130s took home the coveted Worker’s choice award
with his Orange flamed #87 Bodymotion Cayman S.
Bodymotion regular Jim Pappas ran a weekend best
of 1.34 finishing 4th in GTB1, Jeff Nowell running a
rented 944 cup car ran consistent 137s throughout
the weekend and also shared the Health Warehouse
Cayman with Mike Bavaro on Sunday and qualified
the car with a 130.9 having only used the qualifier as
practice. Rob Cimler is getting better and better with
each event completed in his Spec Boxster and ran
a weekend best of 135.21. Rob is currently in 4th
place in the national PCA points and looks to make
up more ground at Summit Point next month. Mike
Gussis, Steve Dabney, and Andrew Baxter also
drove very competitive races. Jeff Nowell and Andrew Baxter were both running PCA races for the 1st
time and only need to complete one more race to
lose the rookie X from the rear of their cars. Bax-

ter closed out the weekend with two podiums in the
very competitive H class. Welcome to PCA club racing Jeff and Andrew. Mike Gussis suffered a ball
joint failure during Friday morning practice causing
and off and a destroyed tire. No worries though as
Bodymotion Racing’s veteran crew jumped into action replacing the parts and getting the car back on
all four tires before the start of the next session. Not
to be deterred Mike ran faster and faster in his next
sessions.
Preceding the race weekend was our Jersey
Shore PCA DE 2 day. Once
again the Bodymotion paddock was packed with regulars Andrew Baxter, Anthony
Castronovo, Frank Bennett,
Steve Dabney, Mike Gussis,
Greg Pfremmer, Abe and
Isaac Cohen. Two clean
days of high performance
driving and I can’t tell you
how many shock knobs
we turned and sway bars
that were adjusted. Everyone ran faster each session, and the grins got wider
and wider. The brothers Cohen chased each other
both days swapping fastest laps back and forth as
we made adjustments. Up to this event Isaac had
run a best of 142.xx in his E36 M3 but by the time
we were done with him he was running bottom 140s.
Bodymotion also hosted DE drivers Ash Bhattacharya, Mike Criscito and Gary Brousell for the Schattenbaum DE during the race weekend. Gary took an
unusual approach to exploring the different handling
characteristics of his ITC Cayman racecar choosing
to run most of the weekend on the factory street tires
and push the traction boundaries with coaching help
from Bodymotion driver guru Rob Slonaker. Running
a 134.1 with beat up street tires is no easy task.
Closing out a long Saturday filled with racing action was a relaxing dinner event at the Bodymotion
compound with guest chefs Murray and Lucia Levine
(formerly of “Lucia’s” famous northern Italian restaurant in nearby Vineland). Approximately 40 guests
Continued on next page
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enjoyed their culinary skills, great drinks and even
better company from all our friends, guests and family.
Next up is the Potomac region PCA race at
Summit Point Raceway Sept 27th-30th. Followed
immediately by the ITC/ NASA race
Also enjoy this link

h t t p : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = O p _
jPRY76Qc&feature=plcpCharlie Belluardo’s Battle with a 993. Never give up,
never give in!
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September 2012
Jersey Shore Region PCA - 2012 Event Calendar
Event
Saturday Wine & Music – Hopewell Valley Vineyards
Unique Concours at S+N Porsche
Culinary Institute of America (CIA) Luncheon
Tech Night at Bodymotion
Oktoberfest
Election Dinner – Angelica’s Restaurant
Holiday Dinner – TBA

Location
Pennington, NJ
Long Branch, NJ
Hyde Park, NY
Ocean, NJ
Colts Neck, NJ
Sea Bright, NJ
?

Date
September 15
September 23*
October 20
October TBA
October TBA
November TBA
December TBA

* Rain Date: September 30

2012 PCA and Other Events
PCA Escape

Eureka Springs, AR November 8-11

"Cars and Coffee" Second Saturday of Month; 8am, The Grove @ Shrewsbury
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Thunder In The Pines Shirts Available
While supplies last, Thunder In The Pines
T-shirts are available in the following sizes:
M - L - XL - XXL
These are long sleeve shirts that are 100%
Cotton with a color graphic on the back and
Jersey Shore Logo on the front along with
Schneider+Nelson Porsche on the sleeve.
The price is $20 per shirt and can be ordered
by contacting Greg Pfremmer at
trackchair@jsrpca.com

The Shoreline is published once a month on or around the 1st
of the month. If you have an article you feel may be of interest,
please submit it by the 25th of the prior month.

